
Be Ye Mice

At the small midwestern college where I matriculated after high school, the 
architecturally imposing building which housed our cafeteria funneled students through a narrow 
foyer and up a short flight of stairs.  Languishing in the barely moving cafeteria line – a 
predictable experience for the late-arriving dinner crowd – it was easy to look down from the 
stairwell and peer into an adjacent hallway.  

And there, visibly placed along a short stretch of corridor, were two doors.  
One door had been officially labeled: MEN.  
Leading perhaps into a small custodial closet or storage room, the second door had been 

given no formal identification.  Someone, however, perchance a student of philosophy, had 
printed neatly in dark square letters on the light brown wood: MICE.

The existential contemplation necessitated for making a selection of one of these two 
doors made sense.  It was, in fact, a lesson that this multi-discipline/liberal-arts college had been 
created to instill.  Life was likely to offer more than a few opportunities for graduates to 
contemplate these dual options, and decide which door was theirs to enter:  

Be ye mice?   
Or be ye men.

	
 Unhappily, it was mice I was now to encounter at my newly assigned middle school.  
Mice which, apparently, the hard-hitting world of a nationally “compassionate” low-income 
school reform currently required.  Educators no longer expected, nor allowed, to openly interact 
warmly, professionally or personally; passively compliant employees repeatedly convened into 
an overwhelming abundance of attendance-mandatory, top-down, authority-controlled, don’t-
talk-back, daddy-led meetings.  
	
 Meetings of modern days?
	
 That were no longer in any way personal.  
	
 Assemblies mandated for policy and curriculum review, data analysis, repeated 
assessments, exam administration, statistical debriefings, program developments, educator 
retrainings, and that always ubiquitously ordered testing preparation; meetings where, much like 
timidly fearful mice?  Rather than linger; rather than stick around; rather than instigate open, 
impromptu discussions – gathering up yet another armful of the endlessly circulated handouts, 
keeping heads carefully down, the good teachers of reform scuttled hurriedly back to their 
rooms.  

Guardedly avoiding any individualized attention, at the end of the day the covert 
scurrying continued.  Stealing out to parking lots; slipping cautiously into cars – warily they 
headed home, driving themselves protectively away from the frightening possibility of an 
unguarded interaction. 

No one suggested lunch.  
No one invited a personal interest; few expressed it to others.  
Outside of the repeatedly commanded agenda-controlled, micro-managed meetings, I 

seldom saw the educators who, as a widely advertised reform theory loudly and publicly 
promoted, were working with me in my newly appointed Language Arts department.  No one 
dropped by my room; no one interacted personally, daily or regularly, for any reason at all.  

Yet, oh my.  
There was, always?  



Importantly produced for the benefit of an outside observer, such an awful lot of official 
looking – if distractingly impersonal – scurrying.  


